TRASH RECEPTACLES • BOLLARDS • TRANSLUCENT CANOPIES
R.W. ROGERS COMPANY, INC. IS A LEADING INNOVATOR IN EXTERIOR RETAIL PRODUCT SOLUTIONS

We offer a full array of services including custom design, engineering, fabrication and installation, for a range of exterior retail products. Our team works individually with each of our clients to develop their unique vision and ensure that every solution we provide exceeds their project goals.

Our comprehensive line spans from covered shopping cart corrals to outdoor park benches to high-performance translucent day lighting systems and strategies.
SHOPPING CART CORRALS

Extend your store image all the way to the parking lot with custom-designed branded cart corrals.

- Fabricated from recycled aluminum and finished in long-lasting zero VOC anodizing or custom powder coating
- Built to withstand 90 mile per hour winds or higher
- Achieve a higher rate of cart returns
- A variety of roof style to complement your store’s architecture or brand image
OUTDOOR SHELTERS, BENCHES AND TRASH RECEPTACLES

Our shelter solutions encompass a line of bike shelters, bus shelters and specialty enclosures engineered for specific site requirements and architectural appeal.

Each shelter can be supplemented with benches and trash receptacles to enhance the customer experience.

- Cost-effective solutions include standard models or custom design solutions
- Standard and solar lighting options
- Engineered to suit your climate
- Designs to complement your existing building
BOLLARDS

Protect your customers, facility and property from unwanted vehicle intrusion with our extensive line of protective devices that guard against low speed impact.

• Fully removable solutions for vehicle access when necessary and permanent solutions for continuous protection
• Constructed with high quality USA steel to ensure durability
• U.S. manufacturing that will meet ASTM low speed vehicle impact standards
TRANSLUCENT CANOPY SYSTEMS

We offer flexibility with several different canopy styles, system components and skins to meet all of your design requirements.

- Control and diffuse natural lighting
- Increase insulation for colder climates
- Design with lighting for greater architectural appeal
- Choose from aluminum or steel structural components